
INTEGRATION BENEFITS 

 • Provides complete visibility into 

your users’ authentication activity 

 • Automatically identifies and detects 

security attacks, such as suspicious 

authentication attempts and 

credential compromise  

 • Takes proactive action for risky 

behavior and requires high-

risk users to perform step-up 

authentication  

 • Increases operational efficiency by 

providing higher accuracy alerts for 

security analysts, helping save time 

and resources

Solution Brief

Exabeam, the fastest growing next-gen security information and event management 

company, and Okta, the leading provider of identity for the enterprise, have partnered to 

deliver a robust identity monitoring solution that enables organizations to detect, investigate, 

and respond to security threats in real-time. The combined Exabeam and Okta solution help 

security analysts to proactively detect security threats before they become critical and help 

automate the investigation process, saving them time and critical resources.

HOW THE EXABEAM AND OKTA JOINT SOLUTION WORKS

Exabeam and Okta Partner to Deliver Advanced Security Detection 

and Response for Identity 



Exabeam and Okta Solution Brief

ABOUT EXABEAM 

 
Exabeam provides security intelligence and management 

solutions to help organizations of any size protect their most 

valuable information. The Exabeam Security Intelligence 

Platform uniquely combines a data lake for unlimited data 

collection at a predictable price, machine learning for 

advanced analytics, and automated incident response into 

an integrated set of products. The result is the first modern 

security intelligence solution that delivers where legacy 

security information and event management (SIEM) vendors 

have failed. Built by seasoned security and enterprise IT 

veterans from Imperva, ArcSight, and Sumo Logic, Exabeam is 

headquartered in San Mateo, California. Exabeam is privately 

funded by Lightspeed Venture Partners, Cisco Investments, 

Norwest Venture Partners, Aspect Ventures, Icon Ventures, 

and investor Shlomo Kramer. 

ABOUT OKTA

 

Okta is the leading independent provider of identity for the 

enterprise. The Okta Identity Cloud enables organizations 

to both secure and manage their extended enterprise, and 

transform their customers’ experiences. With over 5,500 

pre-built integrations to applications and infrastructure 

providers, Okta customers can easily and securely adopt 

the technologies they need to fulfill their missions. Over 

4,350 organizations, including 20th Century Fox, JetBlue, 

Nordstrom, Slack, Teach for America and Twilio, trust Okta to 

securely connect their people and technology. Learn more at 

www.okta.com.

For more information, please contact Exabeam at info@exabeam.com
www.exabeam.com

HOW THE EXABEAM AND OKTA JOINT SOLUTION WORKS (CONTINUED)

 • The Exabeam Security Intelligence Platform  ingests rich identity context and authentication data via Okta’s logs API.

Exabeam parses, normalizes, and enriches the log data with context from the customer’s environment. Behavior modeling 

and analytics are used to baseline credential usage.

 • Exabeam then analyzes the baseline user behavior to detect suspicious log on/log off and account management behavior.

 • Exabeam session-based processing engine stitches all user activity into a timeline. The risk engine then modifies risk scores 

that generate notifications when certain thresholds are exceeded. If a threshold is exceeded, Exabeam initiates a response 

by prompting for Okta Adaptive Multi-Factor Authentication to verify the user.

 • If the user approves, the incident is closed. If the user doesn’t approve or doesn’t respond, Exabeam takes containment 

actions against the user through Okta to disable that user account, reduce their access, add them to a watch list, revoke 

credentials, and/or send an email to the SOC team. 

 

CHALLENGE

All of the biggest data breaches—judged either by number of records breached or the importance of stolen data—have 

involved attackers leveraging stolen user credentials to gain access. However, many organizations continue to struggle with 

similar credential-based threats. This is largely because they still focus on securing their network perimeter instead of closing 

the gap between identity management and security controls. To protect organizations against credential-based threats and 

sensitive data exfiltration, they require effective, real-time prevention, detection, and response for all suspicious account 

activity. 

SOLUTION

The joint Exabeam–Okta solution enables security teams to monitor and protect enterprises against credential-based threats. 

Exabeam Security Intelligence Platform ingests Okta logs via API integration. Exabeam then analyzes that information and 

adds meaningful context to detect suspicious login activities—including logins from unusual locations, credential sharing, 

and account compromise. You can then take immediate action and require high-risk users to perform step-up authentication, 

containment actions like disabling the user account, reducing their access, or deny authentication attempts.


